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Asher has a meticulous mind. Although his behavior is not vigorous enough, he
definitely sees problems more deeply than the average person.

When he was bidding for Huichundan in Aurous Hill, he had met with Jian.

At the auction at that time, he once raised the price to a height that even Jian
could not reach.

Moreover, what impressed Asher was that after he was expelled that day, he
heard that Zaki of the Fei family had seized Jian’s patriarchal position, and even
released a secret flower to buy Jian’s life.

Even if Asher realized that even if he was kicked out, Jian would not be able to
photograph Huichundan as he wished.

At that time, Asher also felt that Jian was ninety-six years old, about to die, and
his lifespan must be very short, so he would never have the chance to turn over in
this life.
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But he never imagined that the 96-year-old Jian could suddenly shoot a
carbine.

Therefore, he immediately realized that there must be a problem here, not
only him, Jamura was kidnapped and exposed to such a huge scandal, there must
be masters behind it.

Li Yalin heard his judgment at this time, and said very confidently: “I also feel
that these things are very wrong, whether it is Jamura being kidnapped or Jian
returning to New York, behind these two things, There must be a very good
expert, but I really don’t have any clues at the moment…”

Asher said seriously: “Old Li, Jamura’s kidnapping, you should not have any
direct information about the kidnapping of Jamura. “
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No.” Li Yalin said truthfully: “We haven’t even found a single witness to this
line.”

Asher said solemnly: “Then I suggest you to check Jian carefully. The line, when
Jian was in a dilemma in china, but now he can return to New York in a grand
manner, and even Fei Kexin, who was hunted down with her, became the head of
the Fei family, which proves that Jian is a noble person. Help, don’t you want to
know who is the master behind it? Find Jian, he must know!”

Li Yalin exclaimed: “You mean that the person who kidnapped Jamura and
helped Jian return to New York is the same person?”

Asher said without hesitation, “Yes, I think it must be the same person, or Said
they were the same group.”

Li Yalin said suspiciously: “Then I don’t understand why this person or this
group kidnapped Jamura, cut off both of Jamura’s ears, and took Jamura to
death. All the scandals of Jamura were exposed, but on the other hand, he
helped Jian return to New York. If he has a good relationship with Jian, he should
not attack Jian’s great-grandson, right?”

Asher suddenly remembered something at this time. , said seriously: “Old Li, I
suspect that this matter may have something to do with the owner of
Huichundan!”

Li Yalin asked in surprise: “Is that the mysterious man who doesn’t even care
about 300 billion US dollars?

” That’s right!” Asher blurted out: “Think about it, with the strength of the Fei
family, after Zaki became the head of the family, he wanted to kill Jian, but he
was not even found, but Jian was with his granddaughter at the time. The two of
them can be said to be alone in china, with no relatives, no money, no power, if
there is no expert to help them, they must have been killed by Zaki!”
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Li Yalin was also surprised and agreed. He said, “That’s right! That’s the truth!
After Zaki successfully seized power, he wanted to kill Jian, who was in his 90s.
There are experts to help!”

Asher became more and more excited: “If it is the owner of Huichundan, then
maybe he himself is in the United States! Hurry up and check Jian’s entry records
to see who is with him tonight. He entered the country together!”

Li Yalin said immediately: “Asher, you really have a damn good brain, better
than me! I’ll go check it now!”
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Asher hurriedly instructed: “Old Li, if this matter is investigated Now that you
have a clue, you must not hide it fromme, my old man can only be cured by
Huichundan, if you find relevant clues, be sure to tell me!”

“Don’t worry!” Li Yalin agreed without hesitation, and blurted out, “I will tell
you as soon as I find anything!”

Li Yalin hung up the phone, and immediately asked someone to call up Jian’s
entry record.
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Since Jian entered from the VIP building, the number of immigrants at the
same time was not too many. Li Yalin quickly called up the entry information of
more than 20 people at the same time.

Among them, apart from Jian, Fei Kexin and jay, there was only one Chinese
who entered the country at the same time, named Xion.

When Li Yalin saw Xion’s name, his pupils shrank suddenly!

He had never seen this woman, but had heard of it!
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Some time ago, Xion led people to destroy Ryoto Matsumoto’s family in Japan,
and even escaped under the heavy guard of the Japanese Self-Defense Forces. By
the way, Li Yalin heard that the Self-Defense Forces suffered a huge dumb loss.
by her name.

But he didn’t expect that Xion would come to New York with Jian!

He immediately found his old colleague at Interpol and asked him to help him
investigate Xion’s information.

At the beginning, Japan’s Interpol issued a wanted order for Xion, and always
wanted to arrest Xion for trial. The arrest warrant was quietly withdrawn.

Fortunately, the databases of Interpol between countries are the same, so Li
Yalin’s old colleague immediately sorted out Xion’s information and sent it to
him.



After Li Yalin carefully read Xion’s information, he immediately called Asher
back.

As soon as the call was made, he blurted out: “Asher, I found out that there was
a woman named Xion who entered the country with Jian. That woman used to be
the illegitimate daughter of the china banks family. An extermination case!”

“banks family?” Asher asked in surprise: “I know a little about the situation of
the china banks family, which is similar to my sister’s in-law’s family strength.
There is absolutely no Jian, how dare the people of the banks family intervene.
Fei’s business?!”

Li Yalin blurted out: “That Xion joined Wanlong Palace some time ago, and is
now a member of Wanlong Palace!”
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“Wanlong Palace?!” Asher was stunned and blurted out: “How could they follow
Is the Fei family involved?!”

Li Yalin said: “Maybe the old man of the Fei family promised a lot of money, and
asked Wanlongdian to come over and help him win the throne of the family.”

Asher said doubtfully, “If it’s just this one. Well, your speculation is very
reasonable, but the question is, if Wanlong Palace is really hired by the old Fei
family, why would they kidnap Jamura? , isn’t this contradictory?”

Li Yalin remembered something and blurted out: “By the way, Wanlong Palace
had friction with your sister’s in-law’s family before, do you know about this?”

“Yes.” Asher said coldly : “The master of Wanlong Palace has a grudge against
my brother-in-law. He killed him last time. It is said that the Wade family gave up
half of their property, so he could be considered to have escaped the disaster.”

Li Yalin blurted out: “Then why is Wanlong Palace? I tasted the sweetness from
the Wade family, and I want to make another profit from the Fei family!”
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